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Agreed Performance Statement 

The ACHS strongly believes in the public availability of appropriate information resulting from accreditation 
surveys, and is actively encouraging all members to make this information available to interested parties, 
most notably consumers.  As part of our public disclosure initiative the ACHS survey team provides an 
Agreed Performance Statement (APS) to be placed on the ACHS website. The member organisation may 
also provide an APS to be placed on the website. The APS should include reference to strengths and/or 
weaknesses identified during survey. 

Name of member organisation : 
 
Org Code : 
 

Challenger Services Group 
 
126645 

Date : 31/05/2016 

 

 

Organisation’s Comments 
 
 

 
Challenger has been in operation since 1996, starting as a small family cleaning business limited to Sydney 
CBD and surrounding areas. Rebranding to Challenger Services Group occurred at the end of 2013 to 
incorporate a new philosophy of providing a more rounded facilities management services, kitchen hands 
and housekeeping services in hotels. Challenger Services Group has now grown into a national company 
under its director Vadim Gurevich. Through the years Challenger was one of the first cleaning companies 
to gain ISO accreditation, the first company that offered kitchen cleaning and stewarding services to gain 
HACCP accreditation, and became a leader in the Hotel sector for Housekeeping. Challenger has now 
made steps to broaden company horizons and provide the healthcare sector the same professional and 
adaptable services. Management made the decision to seek ACHS Accreditation to assure healthcare 
clients a high quality and appropriate service solution, and to continue on the philosophy path of continual 
improvement. 
 

 
 

Survey Coordinator’s Comments 
 
 

 
Challenger Services Group sought ACHS Accreditation as it has a Contract in the Health Sector. These 
contracts are for supplying staff to work in the Common Areas of a group of Hospitals. The Team completed 
the survey at Challengers main office located in Sydney. 
This was the first survey that they had undertaken with ACHS; they had previously been reviewed by ISO and 
a number of other quality organisations.  Initial discussions with Challenger in regard to ratings and 
timetabling were able to better prepare Challenger for survey. 
The team reviewed all aspects of EQuIP that related to the Hospital based services and all Corporate sectors 
that related to the Business of supporting those staff working in the health sector. 
  
As this was the first survey there was some confusion on the self-rating options.  Most criteria were self- rated 
as EA; these were after discussions with Management were re-rated as MA. In some cases some criteria 
were re-rated to MA from SA as there was evidence of compliance. 
  
There are many outstanding quality projects being undertaken at Challenger, it was suggested that these had 
potential to be presented at any of the Quality Awards competitions in Health and throughout the areas that 
Challenger provides staff and advice to.  
 

 


